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mineral interactions and how the lithosphere is able to support life.
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Queensland (Australia). His research on bacteria–
mineral interactions encompasses microbiology, 
geochemistry and mineralogy, and has four themes: 
the role that bacteria play in the bioleaching of 
metal sulphides; the biogeochemical cycling of iron 

in near-surface environments (the canga of Brazil); the development 
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role that microbiology plays in many Earth-system processes.
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microorganisms have, or could have, for the mining 
industry. Such uses include how microorganisms 
break down sulfi dic ores during mine processing 
(bioleaching); the development of microbial-based 
sensors for the detection of gold; and the in situ 

recovery of metals. This research bridges the fi elds of biotechnology 
and geology and will help improve mining processes and remediation. 
As we move towards the future, cost-effective, greener technologies are 
being sought out by the mining industry and are being met by the 
ever-expanding fi eld of geomicrobiology.

Elemental & Isotopic 
Microanalysis in Geosciences
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In-situ oxygen isotopes analyses in Quartz overgrowth (50μm
width) in the tenth-permil precision range at 10μm and 3μm lateral
resolution. Courtesy of A.D. Pollington et al., Geology (2011).

SXFive / SXFiveFE
High precision quantitative trace element
analysis 

Distribution of Y in a grain from granite of Cournols, France.
Dated at 343±20 m.y by measuring Th, U, Pb and Y. Sample
courtesy of Dr G. Wille, BRGM, France.

LEAP® 5000
3D Atom Probe for imaging and 
analysis with atomic resolution

One of the hundreds of clusters analyzed from a zircon crystal
from the Jack Hills of Western Australia showing the 3D
distribution of 89Y and radiogenic 206Pb and 207Pb atoms at the
nanometer scale. Analysis of the data confirm the 4.4 Ga age and
a heating event that occurred ~1 Ga after its formation.
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NanoSIMS 50L
High sensitivity sub-micron scale 
isotopic and trace element analysis

IMS 7f-GEO
Small geometry monocollection SIMS
for geoscience laboratories

IMS 1280-HR
Ultra high sensitivity SIMS for isotopic
measurements with tenth-permil precision
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Courtesy of Valley, J. et al. 
Hadean age for a post-
magma-ocean zircon 
confirmed by atom 
probe tomography. 
Nature Geoscience 
(2014). 
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